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ABSTRACT

The flip-flop nozzle is a device that can produce an oscillating jet flow without any moving parts. There is now a renewed interest in such nozzles due to their potential for use as excitation devices in practical applications. An experiment aimed at developing twin flip-flop jets that operate at prescribed frequencies and phase differences was performed. The phasing was achieved using two different nozzle interconnection schemes. In one configuration the two jets flapped in-phase and in another they flapped out-of-phase with respect to each other. In either configuration the frequencies of oscillation of both jets were equal. When one of the jets was run at a constant high velocity and the velocity of the second jet was increased gradually, the higher velocity jet determined the frequency of oscillation of both jets. The two flip-flop jet configurations described in this paper could be used to excite a primary jet flow in either an anti-symmetric (sinuous) or a symmetric (varicose) mode.

NOMENCLATURE

f  frequency of oscillation
H  smaller dimension of flip-flop attachment
h  smaller dimension of rectangular slot nozzle
L  length of feedback tube
Lc length of interconnection tube
Lf  axial dimension of flip-flop nozzle attachment
Pa ambient pressure
Po/Pa nozzle pressure ratio (NPR)
S,s aspect ratio, B/H, b/h
w  width of feedback slot

INTRODUCTION

In the 1970's pioneering work on the flip-flop nozzle was done by Viets and his associates (Viets (1975), Viets et al (1975a)). They showed that it is possible to produce and sustain an oscillation of a subsonic jet flow without any moving parts. Such oscillatory jets have applications in fuel injectors (Viets et al (1975a)), foam spreading (Viets et al (1975b)), unsteady ejectors (Viets (1981)), and in two-phase flows (Morris et al (1992)). In our previous work (Raman et al (1993)) the operation of the flip-flop jet nozzle was extended to supersonic flows. The potential for using such a device for the control of practical shear flows is the motivation for the present effort. Excitation from acoustic drivers...
used for controlling shear flows in fundamental research experiments (Crow and Champagne (1971), Ahuja et al (1982), Raman and Rice (1991)) are not likely to be effective under practical conditions. In recent years a variety of shear flow control devices have been developed. Examples of novel excitation devices include the “Whistler nozzle” (Hill and Greene (1977)), the use of piezoelectric actuators (Wilste and Glezer (1993)), jets excited by natural and "induced" screech (Rice and Raman (1993)), and dual-mode acoustic excitation that results in "bifurcated" jets (Parekh et al (1987)). Other techniques for flow manipulation and mixing enhancement include the use of tabs (Ahuja and Brown (1989), Zaman et al (1993)), counterflow (Strykowski et al (1992)), hydrodynamic excitation (Brown and Ahuja (1990)) and auxiliary jet impingement (Davis (1982)). The flip-flop jet provides yet another possibility for the control of practical shear flows.

There has been a recent renewal of interest in flip-flop jets and similar devices. This is due to the need for a practical excitation device for the control of mixing and noise of supersonic jets. Schreck (1992a) reported work on an oscillating jet produced by the alternate pumping of air from both sides of the jet. In a subsequent study Schreck (1992b) eliminated the pumping and used screech amplified by a resonant cavity to excite the jet. However, it appears that such nozzles are unsuitable for use as primary nozzles due to large losses in thrust. The thrust loss in a flip-flop nozzle was measured by Viets (1975) to be between 10 and 40 percent. This thrust loss may be lower in the nozzle of Schreck (1992b) because the flow does not actually attach to both walls. However, estimates of the thrust loss for this nozzle are currently unavailable.

There have been previous attempts (Viets (1975)) to interconnect the various elements of flip-flop nozzles in order to achieve some desired phase relationships between neighboring nozzles. However, in spite of the various configurations attempted, oscillation of the flow was not achieved. Viets (1975) tested a nine element nozzle for use as the primary nozzle in a low area ratio ejector test, but each nozzle element oscillated independently with no specific phase relationship to the other nozzles. It should be noted that in subsequent work, Viets et al (1981) did operate a series of mechanically controlled multiple fluidic jets at controllable phases. However, the oscillating pressure difference was created by rotating valves on either side of the jet. The valves were rotated out of phase with each other, so that one was open when the other was closed. The resulting flow always attached to the closed side and thus provided a jet that oscillated from side to side. Their (Viets et al (1981)) motivation was not the development of practical excitation devices but the design and development of a pilot gust tunnel using a linear array of such nozzles.

SCOPE

The objective of this work is to develop twin flip-flop jets that can operate at a controllable frequency and phase difference. Schemes to interconnect a pair of flip-flop jet nozzles and operate them either in-phase (0 degrees phase difference) or out-of-phase (180 degrees phase difference) with respect to each other are described here. In contrast to the Viets (1981) work using rotating valves that was described earlier, the present work attempts to interconnect two flip-flop nozzles without moving parts, using only feedback tube interconnections. To our knowledge, work on such twin flip-flop jets operating at a desired phase relationship and controllable frequency of oscillation has not been reported before. The twin jets can provide either symmetric or anti-symmetric fluid dynamic perturbations that could be used to excite a larger scale primary flow.

The work described in this paper should be viewed as a unique "proof of concept" type of experiment. However, the optimization of nozzle parameters and interconnection tubes was not attempted here. For such an excitation technique to be viable for use in practical applications, flip-flop exciters must be designed for optimal performance.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A schematic of the flip-flop jet nozzle reproduced from Raman et al (1993) is shown in Figure 1. The nozzle has three parts: the convergent rectangular slot nozzle, a nozzle attachment with control ports, and a feedback tube that connects the control ports. When the jet from the rectangular slot nozzle (see Figure 1) exhausts into the region between the two plates of the nozzle attachment, the jet could attach to either wall (Coanda effect). A small pressure gradient could cause the jet to detach from one wall and attach to the other. With the help of a feedback tube this process can be repeated. Details of the operation of such nozzles are available in
the paper by Viets (1975). The facility and nozzle used for the present study were previously described in detail by Raman et al (1993). Therefore, only a brief description is given here.

In our previous work (Raman et al (1993)) it was shown that the flapping frequency of the jet and the pressure oscillation frequency in the feedback tube were the same. This was confirmed by making simultaneous measurements of the velocity fluctuations in the shear layer and pressure fluctuations in the feedback tube using hot-wires and piezoresistive transducers. Furthermore, hot-wires placed on either side of the jet exit indicated that the velocity fluctuations at those two locations were out-of-phase. This was also true of the pressure fluctuations measured at either end of the feedback tube. For this reason, the signal from the piezoresistive pressure transducers in the feedback tube (see Fig. 1) was sufficient to determine the flapping frequency and relative phase of the flip-flop jet. The unsteady pressure signals were analyzed using a 2 channel spectrum analyzer. The frequency was determined from the power spectrum. In addition, the cross-spectral phase provided the average phase difference between the two ends of the feedback tube, or between two symmetric locations in the feedback tubes of two different nozzles (for the twin jet configurations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I NOZZLE DIMENSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOZZLE PARAMETER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d, d_ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{eff}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{ε+} (in-phase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{ε-} (out-of-phase)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TWIN JET CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 2 shows the two interconnection configurations for the jets in-phase and out-of-phase. The nozzle and interconnection tube dimensions used for the twin flip-flop jet study are given in Table I for one of the nozzles. The other nozzle had the same dimensions with the exception of \( H \) (6.5 mm) and \( S \) (2.93). Figure 2(a) represents the jets in-phase configuration, in which the top control ports of both jets (1 and 2) were connected to each other and the bottom control ports of the two jets (1 and 2) were connected to each other. The top and bottom interconnection tubes were of equal length \( (L_{in-phase} = 235 \text{ mm}) \). Figure 2(b) represents the jets out-of-phase configuration. Here the top control port of jet 1 was connected to the bottom control port of jet 2, and the bottom control port of jet 1 was connected to the top port of jet 2. Again, both the interconnection tubes were of the same length \( (L_{out-of-phase} = 381 \text{ mm}) \), although, they were longer than those used for the in-phase configuration.

Although the present work discusses the results of jets operating in the two configurations, no attempt was made to optimize the length or volume of the interconnection tubes. Several other interconnection schemes were tried but these attempts met with little success. For example, the configurations in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) with only the interconnection tubes (with the feedback tubes sealed off) did not work. Figure 3(a,b) shows flow visualization photographs of the jets out-of-phase. The visualization was carried out at very low speeds (<10 m/s) and was made possible by filling the plenum chamber with smoke and illuminating the flowfield with bright continuous light (750 W). The jets are seen to flap towards each other in 3(a) and away from each other in 3(b). Similar flow visualization records exist for the jets-in-phase configuration but are not reproduced here in the interest of conciseness.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TWIN JETS RUN INDEPENDENTLY

Figure 4 shows the frequency of oscillation versus nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) for the twin flip-flop jets, both of which were run independently without any interconnection of the two nozzles. In the absence of the interconnection tubes each nozzle operated independently with no specific phase relationship to the other nozzle. Since the nozzles were not identical (due to manufacturing imperfections), they operated at slightly different frequencies. For a fixed feedback tube length and diameter the frequency of oscillation of both flip-flop jets was seen to increase with an increase in the nozzle pressure ratio.

Simultaneous measurements of the unsteady pressures from both the pressure transducers mounted on either end of the feedback tube of one of the nozzles showed the signals to be 180 degrees out of phase. For either nozzle the oscillating pressure difference between the two ends of the feedback tube was measured to be about 14.2 KPa (peak-to-peak) at a nozzle pressure ratio of 1.8. It is this oscillating pressure difference and the alternate pressure equalization through the feedback tube that causes the flapping of the jet. This pressure equalization process, which was briefly discussed by Viets (1975), is the subject of an ongoing investigation and will not be discussed any further here.

Figure 5(a) shows the frequency versus nozzle pressure ratio for the twin jets interconnected in the in-phase configuration. As stated before, the oscillation frequency was obtained from the spectrum of the signal from the unsteady piezoresistive pressure transducers in the feedback tubes of both jets. The frequency of oscillation of both jets were equal despite the fact that the nozzles showed different frequency characteristics when operated independently. The frequency of oscillation varied from about 10 to 170 Hz.

The cross-spectrum phase of signals from two symmetrically located pressure transducers in the feedback tubes of the two nozzles provided the phase difference (0 degrees) between the two jets, which indicated that they were oscillating in-phase over the entire nozzle pressure ratio range (Figure 5(b)). Twin flip-flop jets in this configuration used on either side of a larger scale primary flow can be used to excite the anti-symmetric (sinuous) mode.
TWIN JETS OUT-OF-PHASE

Figures 6(a) shows the frequency of oscillation versus nozzle pressure ratio for the twin jets interconnected in the out-of-phase configuration. The frequencies of the oscillations of both jets were again equal. The frequency of oscillation here varied from 10 to 155 Hz. The difference in the frequency of oscillation between the two configurations was due to the different lengths and volumes of interconnection tubes which resulted in a different equivalent feedback tube length for the two configurations (see Table 1). The interconnection tubes for the out-of-phase configuration were longer, resulting in lower frequencies of oscillation.

The pressure signals from two symmetrically located sensors in the feedback tubes of the two nozzles were about 180 degrees out-of-phase, which indicated that the jets were oscillating out-of-phase over the entire nozzle pressure ratio range (Figure 6(b)). Flip-flop jets in the out-of-phase configuration used on either side of a larger scale primary flow can be used to excite the symmetric (varicose) mode.

PHASED TWIN JETS AT DIFFERENT VELOCITIES

Figure 7(a,b) shows the frequency of oscillation and phase difference between the two jets versus nozzle pressure ratio for twin jets operating at different velocities. For these tests nozzle 2 was run at a constant (approximately) nozzle pressure ratio of 2.1, while that of nozzle 1 was varied gradually from 1.1 to 1.8. The frequency of oscillation, however, remained constant (for both jets) at around 170 Hz for the in-phase configuration (Figure 7(a)) and around 155 Hz for the out-of-phase configuration (Figure 8(a)). As mentioned earlier, this difference in the frequency of oscillation between the two configurations was due to the different lengths and volumes of interconnection tubes for the two configurations.
The nozzle that was operating at a constant (high) nozzle pressure ratio in Figures 7(a) and 8(a) was controlling the frequency of oscillation of both jets, while the nozzle that was operating at lower nozzle pressure ratios was behaving as a "slave" jet. This is an important finding in itself because the twin flip-flop configuration now provides the means to control the frequency of oscillation of one of the jets that is independent of the nozzle pressure ratio of that jet. With the twin jet configuration, the control jet could be used to keep the frequency of a "slave" jet constant over the range of nozzle pressure ratios of the "slave" jet. From Figures 7(b) and 8(b) it can be seen that even when the jets were operated at different speeds it was possible to maintain either the in-phase (Figure 7(b)) or the out-of-phase (Figure 8(b)) relationship between the two jets.

COMMENTS ON APPLICABILITY

For the flip-flop exciter system to be attractive for use in practical applications, exciter nozzles must be designed for optimal performance. For the efficient operation of such a system with minimum thrust loss, the mass flux through the exciter jets should be negligible compared to that through the primary jet. Consequently, the dimensions of the exciter jets need to be relatively small, yet the unsteady excitation levels in the shear layer of the primary jet need to be large.

The important parameters to be considered for the efficient operation of a primary jet with a flip-flop exciter system are: frequency matching (between exciter and primary flow instability), nozzle sizing, velocity perturbation level produced, and selection of the appropriate mode of excitation (anti-symmetric or symmetric, depending on the primary flow instability). Future work should focus on achieving the goals mentioned above.

NOTE ON MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

Estimates for the uncertainty in the measurements presented in this work were obtained using the methods described by Moffat (1985). The calibration uncertainty, which takes into account the uncertainties associated with the supply pressure, static pressure probe, and the pressure transducers was estimated to be about 1.5%. In addition, the first order uncertainty was estimated to be about 0.3%. The resultant total uncertainty was 1.529%.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

(1) It was found that it is possible to interconnect two flip-flop nozzles to operate in-phase or out-of-phase. Despite the fact that the nozzles were not identical (due to manufacturing imperfections), the jets operated at the same frequency when the feedback loops were interconnected. This frequency "locking" was observed in both configurations (in-phase and out-of-phase). With such multiple, small scale, interconnected devices it would be possible to excite a larger scale primary flow in either an anti-symmetric (flapping) or a symmetric (plane wave) mode.

(2) When one of the jets was run at a constant high velocity and the velocity of the other jet was increased gradually, the higher constant velocity jet determined
the frequency of oscillation of both jets. Despite the unequal velocities the jets were capable of operating in either the in-phase or the out-of-phase configuration.

(3) In this paper a unique "proof of concept" type of experiment was described. However the optimization of nozzle parameters and interconnection tubes was not attempted here. For this technique to be viable in practical applications, flip-flop exciters must be designed for optimal performance.
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